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ABSTRACT
Acne is a prevalent skin condition that can lead to serious consequences in severe cases. Traditional
treatment requires patients to visit a dermatologist. However, acne diagnosis performed by derma-
tologists often encounters issues, such as being manual and highly inaccurate. Therefore, there is
a need for machinery to assist in the acne diagnosis phase. Numerous image analysis algorithms
have been developed using images captured by mobile devices. Nonetheless, most of these algo-
rithms primarily rely on outdated features such as color models or texture-based features, which
may result in poor performance when dealing with the intricate nature of acne lesions. Conse-
quently, AI models have been developed for the task of acne detection. However, due to the rarity
of high-quality datasets for acne, some of these models have yet to achieve significant results. To
overcome these limitations, this paper proposes the ACNE8M, an AI model developed based on
the YOLOv8 pre-trained model, to accurately detect seven primary and secondary types of acne
lesions, as well as differentiate five additional diagnoses. The model is trained on a well-prepared
dataset containing 9,440 images with numerous acne lesions adequately labeled. The results show
that the model achieves state-of-the-art performance with a mean Average Precision (mAP) score
of 0.69 across the 12 types. The accuracy of detecting each type of acne is impressively high and
balanced between the classes, despite the dataset's imbalance caused by the unequal number of
images in each acne category. With this study, ACNE8M is expected to provide medical support in
the acne diagnosis process and help patients understand their conditions for better treatment.
Key words: ACNE8M, acne detection, acne AI

INTRODUCTION1

Acne vulgaris, commonly known as acne, is a2

widespread skin condition that results from damage3

to the sebaceous glands or when the process of in-4

flammation clogs hair follicles beneath the skin. The5

most commonly affected areas are the face, shoul-6

ders, and back. In the absence of skin disorders, se-7

baceous glands produce sebum, which is discharged8

onto the skin surface through pores and openings in9

the follicles. Normally, as the body undergoes the nat-10

ural process of shedding skin cells, specifically ker-11

atinocytes, these cells ascend to the skin’s outer layer.12

When an area of the body is afflicted with acne, hair,13

sebum, and keratinocytes clump together inside the14

pore, preventing sebum from reaching the skin’s sur-15

face. This blockage allows a mixture of oils from the16

sebaceous glands and skin cells to foster the growth of17

bacteria in the obstructed hair follicles, leading to in-18

flammation characterized by swelling, redness, heat,19

and pain. The increased pressure within the blocked20

follicles eventually causes them to break down, releas-21

ing bacteria, skin cells, and sebum into the surround-22

ing skin and forming lesions. Acne can lead to vari-23

ous types of lesions, but there are five primary types:24

comedones, papules, pustules, nodules, and cysts1. 25

Within the category of comedones, there are two sub- 26

types, including whiteheads and blackheads, making 27

a total of six major categories. Figure 1 describes each 28

of these six main types in detail, providing illustra- 29

tions and real images. 30

Because periodic diagnoses are necessary for many 31

patients, which requires a significant number of con- 32

sultations that can be challenging due to the limited 33

number of dermatologists, there is a significant need 34

for assistance in the acne diagnosis process. There- 35

fore, several image analysis algorithms have been de- 36

veloped. Despite extensive research in medical ob- 37

ject detection, acne detection has received little atten- 38

tion, despite the disadvantages and consequences that 39

acne patients can potentially suffer. Conventional im- 40

age processing methods, including traditional hand- 41

crafted features such as color models or texture-based 42

ones, have certain limitations. Given the complex- 43

ity of skin lesions, these methods most significantly 44

lack in detection performance and generalization ca- 45

pability. The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 46

is the most well-known and commonly used among 47
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the proposed image analysis algorithms. Its perfor-48

mance in detecting biomedical objects, such as nuclei49

or fovea detection from fundus images, is proven.50

In this study, an AI model called ACNE8M for acne51

detection will be developed by applying the pre-52

trained YOLOv8 model and fine-tuning it on a spe-53

cialized acne dataset. ACNE8M is designed to ac-54

curately identify the five main types of acne lesions,55

as depicted in Figure 1, including whiteheads, black-56

heads, papules, pustules, and cysts. Beyond these pri-57

mary lesions, ACNE8M can also recognize secondary58

lesions such as keloid and atrophic scars. Further-59

more, it can distinguish acne lesions from similar con-60

ditions, including milium, flat wart, folliculitis, acne61

conglobata, and syringoma. This study briefly ex-62

plains the steps to train the AI model and the tech-63

nologies underpinning it. ACNE8M aims to achieve64

effective and balanced performance across the spec-65

trum of 12 acne types and various acne classes, with66

a strong emphasis on achieving high accuracy, pre-67

cision, and recall. Ultimately, this paper will offer a68

pragmatic solution designed to provide valuable sup-69

port to dermatologists and individuals afflicted by70

acne, and contribute to advancements in acne treat-71

ment strategies.72

BACKGROUNDAND RELATED73

RESEARCH74

Background75

Numer atedious image analysis algorithms have been76

developed in the field of acne diagnosis. However,77

they primarily depend on traditional, handcrafted78

features, such as color models or texture-based ap-79

proaches. In contemporary settings, the RGB (Red-80

Green-Blue) and HSV (Hue Saturation Values) color81

models emerge as the most popular choices. These82

two colormodels were implemented in an acne detec-83

tion algorithm proposed by Kittigul 3. The standard84

approach for color-model-based algorithms involves85

leveraging the values of each component within the86

color model to identify acne objects. Specifically, al-87

gorithms based on RGB rely on the values of the R,88

G, and B color components for detection. Conversely,89

HSVutilizes theH, S, andV values. A commonweak-90

ness in these methods is the variability in component91

values within the color model. This instability means92

thatminor differences in these values can significantly93

impact the algorithms’ performance, possibly causing94

false predictions ormisclassification of acne objects to95

the point of them being undetectable. Consequently,96

texture-based algorithms, building on the features of97

color-model-based methods, emerged as an alterna-98

tive but also exhibited certain drawbacks.99

RelatedWorks 100

Amethod proposed in 2022 by Faizal Makhrus et al.4 101

employed the GaussianMixtureModel (GMM) to de- 102

tect acne objects. Despite incorporating texture fea- 103

tures alongside color components to enhance the al- 104

gorithm’s analysis of acne information, this method 105

remains susceptible to misdetection. The suboptimal 106

efficiency of the model is evidenced by an accuracy 107

of only 67% when employing Gabor features. This 108

analysis unveils the inherent limitations of early al- 109

gorithms when confronted with the complexities of 110

skin lesions. Consequently, the pivotal areas for im- 111

provement in these methodologies relate to address- 112

ing poor detection performance and enhancing gen- 113

eralization capabilities. The integration of computer 114

vision concepts, particularly the utilization of Con- 115

volutional Neural Networks (CNNs), has markedly 116

advanced skin image analysis. This progress is ev- 117

ident in its success in detecting various biomedical 118

objects, exemplified by achievements in nuclei and 119

fovea detection from fundus images. CNNs, a pow- 120

erful subset of deep learning algorithms, have revo- 121

lutionized visual data analysis by emulating the hi- 122

erarchical structure of the human visual cortex. As 123

a form of a deep learning algorithm, it is adept at 124

autonomously and adaptively learning spatial hierar- 125

chies of features fromvarying levels, ranging from low 126

to high patterns. In addition, Abas et al.5 developed 127

an approach using entropy-based filtering and thresh- 128

olding to identify the region of interest, subsequently 129

utilizing discrete wavelet frames to extract acne fea- 130

tures. This methodology demonstrated the ability to 131

classify six distinct types of acne lesions and scars, 132

achieving a classification accuracy of 85.5%. How- 133

ever, this result only reveals moderate efficacy, poten- 134

tially owing to themanual aspect of the feature extrac- 135

tion phase, which could lead to inaccuracies. 136

Despite these advancements, there is a noticeable lack 137

of utilization of more sophisticated computer tech- 138

niques, like deep learning, in the methods mentioned 139

for analyzing images. This gap represents amissed op- 140

portunity, especially since these contemporary com- 141

puter methods have proven their strength in identi- 142

fying crucial details more efficiently than traditional, 143

labor-intensive methods. This oversight misses a 144

chance to further improve accuracy and effectiveness 145

in acne diagnosis. A groundbreaking study byChuan- 146

YuChang andHeng-Yi Liao6 attempted to bridge this 147

gap by employing a special kind of computer model 148

(SVM classifier) to differentiate between spots, acne, 149

and normal skin. Their approach achieved a remark- 150

able accuracy of 99.4% in distinguishing spots from 151
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Figure 1: Types of acne lesions 2

acne. However, the sensitivity rate, at 80.91%, indi-152

cates there is room for improvement, especially in re-153

ducing the likelihood of false detections.154

METHODOLOGY155

A. Dataset156

The dataset7 utilized for this model is sourced from157

Roboflow and authenticated by our dermatologists.158

Roboflow is a free and open-source platform contain-159

ing over 200,000 image datasets across various fields160

of study. It also provides a suite of tools for dataset161

customization, including splitting with appropriate162

ratios for training, testing, and validation; applying163

pre-processing and augmentation; and labeling im-164

ages within the dataset. After exploring numerous165

datasets on Roboflow, six that met the criteria of this166

AI model were selected, resulting in a combined to-167

tal of 9,440 pre-processed, augmented, and correctly168

labeled images.169

Figure 2 illustrates the dataset preparation process.170

All images are resized to 800 x 800 pixels, with several171

augmentations applied: mosaic, horizontal and ver-172

tical flips, and rotation augmentation within a range173

of -25 to 25 degrees. Roboflow provides six options174

for resize augmentations: stretch, fill, fit within, fit175

with reflected edges, fit with white edges, and fit with176

black edges. For this dataset, the stretch resizing tech-177

nique is chosen to ensure a proportional adjustment178

that maintains the integrity of the original image data. 179

Mosaic augmentation involves creating a composite 180

training sample frommultiple images; in this dataset, 181

it results in a training image created from four in- 182

dividual pre-processed images. The acne detection 183

dataset is divided in a 90:10 ratio for training and test- 184

ing. Specifically, 8,700 images in this dataset are des- 185

ignated for training, while the remaining 740 images 186

are further divided into 580 for validation and 160 for 187

inference. This method produces a dataset contain- 188

ing images similar to those depicted in Figure 3 be- 189

low. The images are then labeled in the YOLOv8 for- 190

matting style, utilizing specialized tools provided by 191

Roboflow. 192

Following these processing steps, the images will re- 193

semble the example shown in Figure 3 - a composite 194

image comprised of four individual images. It is im- 195

portant to highlight that among these images, there 196

may be slight variations in angles and flips due to the 197

implementation of horizontal and vertical flipping, 198

along with rotation augmentation, ranging from -25 199

to 25 degrees. 200

B. Methods 201

The YOLO (You Only Look Once) framework is 202

renowned for its real-time object detection algo- 203

rithms, offering high speed, accuracy, and state- 204

of-the-art performance. Within the YOLO frame- 205

work, the models have been developed by multi- 206

ple authors. One of the contributors to the YOLO 207
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Figure 2: Dataset preparation process

Figure 3: Sample images in the dataset

models’ development is Ultralytics, which has devel-208

oped three versions in the YOLOmodel family; these209

are YOLOv3, YOLOv5, and YOLOv8, with YOLOv8210

being the latest version. YOLOv8 is built on the211

PyTorch framework and features an adjusted back-212

bone called YOLOv8CSPDarknet, adopted from the213

YOLOv5 model. Compared to its most recent prede-214

cessor, YOLOv7, YOLOv8 has shown better perfor-215

mance in tomato detection, achieving an accuracy of216

93.4%. For drone detection, YOLOv8 also surpassed217

YOLOv7 with an accuracy of 50.16% compared to218

48.16%8, and in pothole detection, YOLOv8 outper- 219

formed YOLOv7 with an accuracy of 78.6% in terms 220

ofmAP9. Besides object detection, YOLOv8 can han- 221

dle various computer vision tasks, including object 222

classification, segmentation, and tracking. 223

Given the promising potential of YOLOv8, thismodel 224

was selected for acne detection training. TheYOLOv8 225

model offers five architectural versions: YOLOv8n, 226

YOLOv8s, YOLOv8m, YOLOv8l, and YOLOv8x. The 227

architecture of YOLOv8m, part of the YOLOv8 series, 228

comprises 218 layers with over 25M pre-trained pa- 229
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rameters and has achieved an accuracy of 53.9% on230

the COCO 2017 dataset. The COCO (Common Ob-231

jects inContext) dataset is notable in the field of object232

detection, containing 91 object categories with a total233

of 2.5M labeled object instances across 328K images.234

This performance and dataset scale have led to the se-235

lection of the YOLOv8m architecture for this study.236

TheACNE8M training is conducted on a Google Co-237

lab Tesla T4 GPU, with configurations and steps de-238

tailed in Figure 4.239

In this training, some important hyperparameters are240

finetuned to fulfill the requirements of the acne detec-241

tion task. From Figure 4, some custom training con-242

figurations for the ACNE8m model include:243

• task = detect: command argument defines the244

specific task the model should perform, which245

is detection.246

• mode = train: Training mode247

• model = yolov8m.pt: Argument specifies pre-248

trained YOLOv8 model of choice. This train-249

ing uses the YOLOv8m architecture, so the pre-250

trained model YOLOv8m is chosen.251

• batch = 16: Number of images per batch252

• imgsz = 800: Size of input images253

• save = True: Save train checkpoints and predict254

results255

• save period = 10: Save train checkpoints every256

ten epochs in case of corruption.257

• pretrained = True: Load weights from a pre-258

trained model. Because this model is finetuned259

based on the pre-trained YOLOv8m, this option260

should be True.261

• optimizer = auto: Optimizer to be used. The262

optimizer helps dynamically finetune the model263

throughout the training process, aiming tomin-264

imize a predefined loss function. Available265

optimizers: SGD, Adam, Adamax, AdamW,266

NAdam, RAdam, RMSProp. SGD (Stochastic267

Gradient Decent) was chosen for this training.268

• momentum = 0.937: SGD momentum. Be-269

cause SGD requires a large number of itera-270

tions (training epochs) to reach the optimal271

minimum, the computation time is significantly272

slow. As a result, momentum is implemented to273

facilitate the convergence of the loss function.274

• lr0 = 0.01, lrf = 0.01: Initial and final learn-275

ing rate. The learning rate is a hyperparameter276

that dictates the speed at which an algorithm ad-277

justs or learns the parameter estimate. In other278

words, the learning rate governs the adjustments279

of neural networkweights in response to the loss280

gradient. Achieving model accuracy requires a 281

careful balance between the learning rate and 282

momentum. A higher momentum corresponds 283

to a lower learning rate. In this case, a learning 284

rate of 0.01 was selected to balance loss conver- 285

gence and training time. 286

If a configuration is not specified in the list, it will 287

be set to default values as defined by Ultralytics. The 288

training settings are implemented as described above, 289

after considering best practices, available computa- 290

tional resources, and the balance between training ef- 291

ficiency and model performance. First, best practices 292

in the field of machine learning provide foundational 293

guidelines. For instance, a batch size of 16 is often rec- 294

ommended because it offers a good balance between 295

the stability of the gradient descent process and com- 296

putational efficiency. Smaller batch sizes can lead to 297

noisy gradients, while larger batch sizes require more 298

memory and can slow down the training process. The 299

learning rate of 0.01 was chosen based on empirical 300

evidence and extensive experimentation. A learning 301

rate that is too high can cause the model to converge 302

too quickly to a suboptimal solution, while a learn- 303

ing rate that is too low can make the training process 304

unnecessarily slow. A learning rate of 0.01 is widely 305

recognized as a good starting point, providing a bal- 306

anced approach to achieve both reasonable conver- 307

gence speed and model accuracy. 308

Furthermore, these specific values were fine-tuned, 309

considering the computational resources at our dis- 310

posal. The training was conducted on a Google Co- 311

lab T4 GPU, as mentioned earlier, which provided a 312

set amount of GPU memory, processing power, and 313

time constraints. These factors were critical in deter- 314

mining the batch size and learning rate to ensure that 315

themodel could be trained efficiently within the given 316

resource limitations without compromising perfor- 317

mance. 318

Figure 5 supports Figure 3 by providing a comprehen- 319

sive overview of the system’s workflow, detailing each 320

step required for its operation. Initially, acne images 321

are sourced from the Roboflow dataset platform, as 322

referenced earlier. These images undergo thorough 323

examination by dermatologists to ensure their rele- 324

vance and accuracy. The initial phase of image prepa- 325

ration involves preprocessing, as outlined in Section 326

3A. During preprocessing, any images with over 50% 327

inaccuracies in their labels are identified and excluded 328

from the dataset, a crucial step known as dataset 329

cleanup. Following the preprocessing, the YOLOv8 330

pre-trained weight is adopted and fine-tuned specifi- 331

cally for this dataset. Additionally, a YAML file is im- 332

plemented to define the data pipeline configurations 333
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Figure 4: Training configurations and steps

Figure 5: ACNE8M system design

and specify the new classes. This configuration, along334

with the prepared training weights and the training335

settings presented, was utilized to train the ACNE8M336

model. The training phase extends over 300 epochs,337

culminating in the readiness of ACNE8M to accu-338

rately identify and categorize the twelve distinct acne339

lesions and related differential diagnoses highlighted340

in our study. Post-training, dermatologists test the341

model on both validation and test sets in the datasets342

prepared, ensuring its predictions align with profes-343

sional diagnostic standards.344

RESULTS345

A. Training results 346

Figure 6: Curves of training losses

From Figure 6, it can be seen that the curve shows a 347

stable decrease trend with minor fluctuation. Based 348
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on the knowledge explained about the behavior of the349

learning curve, the shape of these curves indicates that350

there can be minor overfitting in the model but not351

significant. Hence, the validation results are more re-352

liable. The figure consists of 3 curves indicating the353

box loss, cls loss, and dfl loss, respectively.354

Box loss: The box loss quantifies the discrepancies355

in the coordinates of the bounding box, indicating356

the predictions made by the model compared to the357

ground truth coordinates of the bounding boxes that358

encapsulate the target object.359

Cls loss (class loss): The class loss assesses the dis-360

parity in classifying the object classes associated with361

each bounding box. In other words, it represents the362

distinction between the predicted object class and the363

actual class of the object as per the ground truth.364

DFL loss (Distribution Focal Loss): DFL loss serves365

as a metric designed to tackle challenges related to366

class imbalance. It amplifies the influence of chal-367

lenging samples by diminishing the weight assigned368

to easier samples. In doing so, it effectively mitigates369

the class imbalance issue.

Figure 7: Curves of validation losses

370

B. Validation results371

With box loss, cls loss, and dfl loss explained, the372

validation curve is evaluated in a similar way to the373

training curve. Compared to the training curve, all374

three validation curves exhibit a similar overall pat-375

tern, illustrating a downward trend. This suggests376

that the model effectively generalizes with the dataset.377

Nonetheless, slight fluctuations in each of the three378

validation curves hint at the potential formild overfit-379

ting. It’s worth noting that these fluctuations are mild380

and are unlikely to impact the overall performance of381

the model substantially.382

Using the YOLO-standardized evaluationmetrics, the383

performance of ACNE8M can be assessed correctly.384

In addition to the metrics, additional scoring meth-385

ods such as normalized confusion matrix, F1 score,386

or PR scores will also be introduced to clarify the per-387

formance of ACNE8M better.388

Figure 8 shows that the performance of the model 389

is very decent, with very high precision (above 97%) 390

for each acne-type object when validating with the 391

validation set. In this figure, the labels ”acne_scars,” 392

”sebo-crystan-conglo,” ”papular,” and ”purulent” cor- 393

respond to atrophic scars, acne conglobata, papules, 394

and pustules, respectively. With an IoU threshold of 395

0.5 (easy detection), the model produces outstand- 396

ing results with an average precision of 0.984 among 397

the 12 categories of acne lesions and differentials di- 398

agnoses introduced. Across multiple levels of diffi- 399

culty detecting acne objects, the mAP50-95 scoring 400

of ACNE8M shows consistent performance. This re- 401

sult can be observed through the mAP score of the 12 402

object categories (0.69), the best score (0.727) in the 403

cystic type, and the lowest score (0.651) in the black- 404

head type. Recall that precision serves as a metric in- 405

dicating the reliability of predictions. In other words, 406

it evaluates the probability of a prediction being gen- 407

uinely accurate. 408

Apart from precision and the mAP score, the perfor- 409

mance of ACNE8M is also assessed based on its re- 410

call ability. Recall, referred to as sensitivity, pertains 411

to the model’s capability to identify all positive sam- 412

ples, representing the miss rate. A higher recall score 413

implies that an AI model is less likely to overlook a 414

positive sample. In the case of ACNE8M, evaluating 415

all 12 classes of acne, the recall scoring is high (above 416

0.9), with the best one being the folliculitis type and 417

the lowest being the papular type, with the scoring 418

of 0.99 and 0.94, respectively. This indicates a robust 419

ability to capture positive samples across various acne 420

classes, underscoring the effectiveness of ACNE8M 421

in recognizing diverse instances of acne. Besides the 422

scoring methods mentioned, the performance of this 423

model can be clarified further using the confusion 424

matrices illustrated in Figure 9. 425

From the confusion matrices illustrated in Figure 9, it 426

can be seen that the predictions made by the model 427

are highly reliable, even though there are still rare oc- 428

currences of false predictions within the 12 categories 429

of acne. This can be verified from the normalized con- 430

fusion matrix, which shows that the accuracy of pre- 431

dictions in each of the 12 types is above 0.95. In other 432

words, most of the predictions the model makes have 433

a 95% chance of correctly detecting and classifying. 434

Based on the non-normalized confusion matrix, the 435

accuracy of thismodel can be calculated using the for- 436

mula10: 437

Accuracy =
T P+T N

T P+T N +FN +FP

Where: TP = True Positive, TN = True Negative 438

7
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Figure 8: Validation of ACNE8M across 12 types of acne

Figure 9: Confusion matrices (non-normalized and normalized)

FN = False Negative, FP = False positive439

Using the formula, the accuracy of this model is cal-440

culated to be approximately 0.976, which is an im-441

pressive number. It is important to emphasize that442

the confusion matrices exclusively validate the accu-443

racy of predictions generated by ACNE8M. This en-444

compasses not only the correct categorization of ob-445

jects but also the precise localization, providing in-446

sights into the confidence of the model in predicting447

detected acne objects within the input image.448

DISCUSSION449

For a result to be deemed correct, the majority of the450

objects had to be classified accurately. This stringent451

validation process was applied across the entire val-452

idation and test sets. Subsequently, the model was453

evaluated using key metrics such as accuracy, preci-454

sion, and recall. These metrics were then compared455

against other methods on the same dataset to ensure456

a comprehensive performance assessment. In Fig-457

ure 10, real-time observations reveal that ACNE8M458

consistently generates highly confident results, with 459

confidence scores predominantly ranging above 0.7. 460

The noteworthy aspect is the elevated confidence 461

scores and the detection of multiple instances of acne 462

objects. This results in a minimal number of unde- 463

tected objects, showcasing themodel’s effectiveness in 464

accurately identifying and categorizing relevant fea- 465

tures. 466

Deep learning algorithms for skin image analysis have 467

been developed and are improving occasionally. AI 468

systems are showing their potential as medical as- 469

sistants in the diagnosis and treatment processes. A 470

good algorithm produces accurate results, benefiting 471

the patients with the information retrieved for better 472

treatment. In this research, ACNE8M was developed 473

with the aim to detect and classify 12 different types 474

of acne with high accuracy. There have been many 475

studies on acne detection, but since acne lesions can 476

get very complex, the proposed algorithms could have 477

achieved better results. Table 1 summarizes and com- 478

pares the performance and capabilities of ACNE8M 479

8
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Figure 10: Real-time performance of ACNE8M

and models from some reliable studies.480

Table 1 shows that ACNE8M completely outper-481

formed the four earlier methods thanks to being482

trained on a richer dataset containingmore than 9000483

images of acne objects and categorized into 12 differ-484

ent types. Among the model architectures, ACNE8M485

was developed using the YOLO framework, specifi-486

cally the YOLOv8 pre-trained model, the latest ver-487

sion in the YOLO model family. Although ACNE8M488

is capable of detecting multiple categories of acne, it489

does not sacrifice precision. It achieved the high-490

est average precision score of 0.69 compared to the491

three previous studies, which was measured across492

varied thresholds of IoU ranging from 0.50 to 0.95.493

For the recall, ACNE8M achieved a recall score of494

0.967, which, compared with the precision, is very495

close if precision is considered at the IoU threshold496

of 0.5, which is the standard for a positive prediction497

to be considered true. Finally, despite the many types498

this model is capable of, it can also handle the imbal-499

anced classes in the dataset due to the scarcity of high-500

quality images among the classes of acne. Despite the501

big difference in the number of photos in each class,502

the accuracy of each class is pretty close to each other,503

with only about a 5% difference at most (Figure 8).504

Regarding dataset difference, although KyungseoMin505

et al.5 proposed an acne detection model, it was506

trained on the ACNE04 dataset, which was made for 507

acne severity grading rather than detecting and clas- 508

sifying acne objects. Therefore, it could only detect 509

general acne objects without indicatingwhat the types 510

of the detected acne objects were. The dataset that 511

Kuladech et al.7 used was processed and prepared in 512

a unique way that was not easy to reach. For Quan 513

Thanh Huynh et al.13, the dataset is more affluent 514

compared to the other two, and the images in this 515

dataset can be quickly taken using smartphones; how- 516

ever, because 1572 images is a pretty small dataset 517

size to be trained, and the model was trained for 518

13000 epochs, overfitting was possible, and there were 519

potential signs showing unstable performance. For 520

our method, we have a rich dataset of more than 521

9000 images that are correctly labeled, along with pre- 522

processing and augmentations. Still, we only need 300 523

epochs for training, resulting in reliable, stable, and 524

better results than the other 3. 525

In addition to Table 1, because of dataset differences, 526

the evaluation of ACNE8M can be questionable. As a 527

result, an extensive study was conducted to test some 528

widely used algorithms in the field of object detection 529

using the proposed acne dataset. The results are pre- 530

sented in Table 2. 531

In Table 2, the evaluation of ACNE8M compared 532

to two other well-known models, Faster-RCNN and 533
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Table 1: Comparison of the performance between ACNE8M and previous studies

Authors No. of acne
types

Total images in the
dataset

Model mAP

Kuladech et al. 11 4 871 Faster R-CNN,
R-FCN

Faster R-CNN: 0.233

R-FCN: 0.283

Kyungseo Min et al. 12 1 1457 ACNet 0.205

QuanThanh Huynh et al. 13 4 1572 Faster R-CNN 0.54

Faizal Makhrus et al. 4 1 60 (ACNE04) Gaussian Mixture
Model

0.52

Our method (ACNE8M) 7 + 5 9440 YOLOv8 0.69

Table 2: Comparison of the performance between ACNE8M and other models on the proposed acne dataset

Criteria Faster-RCNN RetinaNet YOLOv8

No.Params 41.7M 36.5M 25.5M

Accuracy 0.769 0.481 0.976

mAP50 0.789 0.485 0.984

mAP50-95 0.328 0.112 0.69

Recall 0.434 0.261 0.967

F1 0.374 0.157 0.805

RetinaNet, is described. Faster-RCNN is a region-534

based CNNwith a long history of popularity in object535

detection, known for its accuracy on PASCAL VOC536

2007, 2012, and MS COCO datasets. RetinaNet, on537

the other hand, is a one-stage dense object detection538

algorithm trained on focal loss, designed tomatch the539

speed of one-stage detectors and bypass other two-540

stage methods. Both Faster-RCNN and RetinaNet541

are easy to train due to the availability of boilerplate542

codes and supporting frameworks, which is why they543

were chosen for testing alongside YOLO algorithms.544

Despite having fewer parameters than the other two545

methods, our approach outperforms them across var-546

ious widely used evaluation metrics in object detec-547

tion. This demonstrates the efficiency and effective-548

ness of our method, achieving superior performance549

without the need for a more complex model.550

Despite such an impressive performance, this study551

encountered some limitations. While not severe or552

significant, overcoming the limitations can improve553

the results. Although the images trained for themodel554

are smartphone images, they need to be highly fo-555

cused on the face or the acne-affected areas rather556

than random pictures. In addition, as mentioned ear-557

lier, the dataset used in this study has a significant558

inequality within the 12 classes of acne. Therefore,559

for the categories currently starving of training, val- 560

idating, and testing images, the result can be better 561

if more images of these classes can be found and ad- 562

equately labeled to create a balanced number of im- 563

ages among each class for the best results. Despite 564

exhibiting a low level of overfitting, as confirmed by 565

the training curve in Figure 6, the mAP score for 566

ACNE8M stands at 0.69, deemed a fair performance. 567

This mAP score is calculated based on IoU thresh- 568

olds ranging from 0.5 to 0.95. In an ideal scenario, 569

an object detection model should effectively balance 570

precision and recall, detecting a substantial number of 571

positive samples, predominantly true positives rather 572

than false positives. It is crucial to recall that a pre- 573

diction is considered a true positive if the predicted 574

bounding boxes overlap by more than half the area of 575

the ground truth bounding boxes; otherwise, it is cate- 576

gorized as a false positive. Notably, such errors do not 577

lead to entirely incorrect predictions, such as misclas- 578

sification or placing bounding boxes at entirely wrong 579

coordinates; instead, the error is confined to a dif- 580

ference smaller than one between the predicted and 581

ground truth bounding boxes. Examining various 582

IoU thresholds, ACNE8M faces challenges in achiev- 583

ing precise detection. This becomes apparent in the 584

real-time test run, as illustrated in Figure 10, with 585

10
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the default IoU threshold set at 0.7, showcasing dis-586

cernible differences between the results. Run 1 de-587

tected fewer acne objects, while Run 2 and 3 were able588

to identify more. This result potentially shows that589

the number of acne objects detected in run 1 is the590

smallest compared to the other two. However, most of591

the predictions in Run 1 are likely to be true positives,592

while for the other two, there can be a slight error in593

predicted bounding box coordinates. Importantly, all594

three predictions are correct, and the primary distinc-595

tion lies in how closely the predicted bounding boxes596

align with the expected ground truth. In practice, this597

may not be severe because the primary goal of the ob-598

ject detectionmodel is to show the object on the result599

at least and correctly classify the class of the object.600

However, improving this aspect can boost precision601

and contribute to an overall enhancement in the per-602

formance of the model.603

CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORKS604

In this study, an AI model called ACNE8M was de-605

veloped to detect acne lesions. ACNE8M was imple-606

mented based on the YOLOv8 architecture and is ca-607

pable of recognizing seven specific types of acne le-608

sions. These include five primary lesions: papules,609

pustules, nodules, cysts, and comedones (categorized610

into whiteheads and blackheads), as well as two sec-611

ondary types: atrophic scars and keloids. Addition-612

ally, ACNE8M is equipped to assist in the differen-613

tial diagnosis of acne, distinguishing it from condi-614

tions with similar appearances, such as milium, flat615

warts, folliculitis, acne conglobata, and syringoma,616

thereby facilitating a more comprehensive under-617

standing and treatment approach to acne nodules,618

cysts, comedones (whiteheads and blackheads), at-619

rophic scars, and keloid. The scarcity of high-quality620

acne datasets presented challenges during training,621

particularly in addressing class imbalances within622

acne categories and ensuring appropriate image pro-623

cessing to generate sufficient training data. Managing624

these challenges presented a significant risk of overfit-625

ting. However, the problem was effectively mitigated,626

thereby preserving the capability of ACNE8M to at-627

tain state-of-the-art results, achieving a mAP score628

of 0.69 and an accuracy of 0.976 across the 12 dis-629

tinct acne classes. With such an outstanding perfor-630

mance, ACNE8M is expected to be a helpful assistant,631

not only to dermatologists but also to patients. To632

treat patients better, dermatologists or acne experts633

can benefit from ACNE8M in acne diagnosis. As for634

the patients, ACNE8M can help them track their dis-635

ease status, which can be crucial in post-treatment636

steps so that the skin can stay healthy in the long term.637

BecauseACNE8Machieved a fairmAP score, indicat- 638

ing possible minor errors in detecting performance, 639

there is a bright future for ACNE8M to be improved. 640

On a larger scale, the size of this dataset - which is 641

9440 images in total, is considered not large enough. 642

Because of this factor, only finetuning the hyperpa- 643

rameters or adequately preparing the dataset is not 644

enough to enhance the performance of ACNE8M. 645

The best method to improve ACNE8M is to supply 646

more data covering a comprehensive range of acne 647

types. Combining this with appropriate training con- 648

figurationswill potentially enhance the overall perfor- 649

mance of ACNE8M. Besides this improvement plan, 650

ACNE8M is projected to be integrated into cross- 651

platform applications for commercial use, especially 652

web, and mobile, specifically developed to aid in acne 653

treatment. 654
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